


Traders are required to send the Prior Notice (PN) electronically 
to the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) before food 
is imported into the United States. The Prior Notice (PN) 
requirement applies to the import of food (for both human 
and animal consumption) into/through the United States. 
This includes individuals, manufacturers, exporters, brokers, 
importers, and agents. 

Time requirements are based on the mode of transportation, 
for example if the shipment is arriving via air or rail then filer is 
required to submit FDA PN 4 hours before arriving at the port. 
The PN of imported food shipments will help FDA to increase 
public safety by reviewing and evaluating the information in 
advance. 

GeTS Food and Drug Administration (FDA) Prior Notice (PN) is 
a web-based solution designed to streamline the submission 
of Prior Notice through a specially designed user interface for 
easy work flow. 

Users have the visibility to view and track the responses from 
FDA directly.  Alternatively, shipment milestones alerts can also 
be sent via email and SMS notifications. Users can also track the 
status updates using GeTS Mobile App. 

For greater time savings, users can upload their shipment data 
easily or integrate their Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) 
systems with GeTS FDA PN.
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The GeTS FDA PN Web-based filing is designed with the end user in 
mind. Users can enter compliant entry summary details quickly and 
easily without missing any mandatory fields with our highlighted 
entry fields. Receive status notifications and produce the supporting 
documentation easily. The real-time ‘Dashboard Status Report’ and 
CBP Notifications (SMS/email) can be tailored to meet a filer’s unique 
requirements anytime.

FAX2US eMANIFEST PROCESSING

The FAX2US solution is a program for trade participants who may need 
after-hours or holiday support. Simply fax or email your paperwork to 
our 24/7 FDA PN processing facility and we will prepare and submit the 
FDA PN to CBP. This is also an ideal option for filers that need a simple 
backup system in place.

INTEGRATION

If operating with an in-house or 3rd party software, we offer data 
integration that can seamlessly transfer FDA PN submissions and 
responses directly to customs. Users who wish to reduce time spent 
online and minimize errors can rely on GeTS FDA PN XML integrated 
Enterprise. GeTS will work with your IT so that filers don’t have to rekey 
the same data across different applications. This is made possible with 
industry standard real-time messaging.

Subscription Options

Benefits 
24/7 CUSTOMER
SUPPORT

On demand access to 
support for all devices

REPORT GENERATION

Data reporting exported 
to spreadsheet for intenal 
audit, records keeping and 
management purposes

DATA RETENTION

Comply with Customs Act 
records keeping regulations

AUTO-FILL TEMPLATES

Numerous in-app functionality 
for valuable time savings

OFFLINE NOTIFICATIONS

Receive email and SMS alerts 
on key filing events

DATA VALIDATION

automatically validates the 
data to ensure high standard 
of accuracy 
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